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~BSTRACT 

This resc rch proj ct reports on the results of an 

investigation into the relationship between certain 

Bachelor of Commerce student attributes and their 

performance in the final year of study at the University 

of airobi. 

The total sample used was 300 students divided 

into three sub-samples of 100 students each. Each 

sample of 100 students were selected from a 

period of four years. So the total period for the 

study was twelve years from 1973/74 to 1984/85 

academic years inclusive. 

The scores obtained by the students in their 

final year of study in the Bachelor Commerce programme 

was used as a measure of performance and as the criterion 

variable~ The attributes against which their performance 

was measured (the predictor variables) were the scores 

attained in the subjects taken at Ordinary (secondary 

school) level and two demographic variables, age, and 

sex. 

The results show that the attributes that had the 

strongest association with performance at the University 

are scores in Mathematics, age, Commerce-related 

subjects, Science subjects and 0-level aggregate 

score. Those that seemed to lack significant 

association with University level performance were, 
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sex, scores in English Language and Literature, 

General Sciences, other languages, and the Liberal 

Arts subjects . 

Many of these predictor variables were also 

found t o be strongly correlated . 

The main statistical tools that were used in 

analysing the data were multiple , stepwise regression 

analyses and correlation analysis. 

Though there were limitations in the study , 

the findings from this research still have strong 

implications as concerns the admission criteria 

into the Faculty of Commerce programme . 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Studies pertaining to the prediction of academic 

performance can be put into various uses. Three most 

. l Lmportant ones are: 

to show the extent to which a criterion 

behaviour pattern can be predicted; 

provide information for theory-building 
l 

about possible determinants of the criterion 

behaviour pattern; 

provide evidence regarding the predictive 

validity of the test or tests that are 

correlated with the criterion behaviour. 

Whereas a study could be used to provide all the above 

information, not all predictive studies will of 

necessity serve all the three purposes. Therefore 

it is the specific purpose to which a study is intended 

to be used that will determine which of the above sets 

of information will be relevant. 

The current study, which is predictive in nature 

is mainly an attempt to identify possible determinants 

1. Gatumu, H.J.N.: A study of predictive validity of 
0-level, A-level and an aptitude test in 
relation to the performance at the University 
of Nairobi. (Unpublished M.Ed. Thesis, U.o . N. 
1976). 
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of academic performance in the Faculty of Commerce, 

University of airobi (U.o.N.). The ultimate aim 

is to establish which subjects should be emphasized 

on in admitting students into the Faculty. 

Currently, the country is undergoing a change 

in the education system from 7-6-3 to 8-4-4, referring 

to the number of years spent in Primary, Secondary/ 

High schools and University levels respectively. 

Such an event has implications on the admission 

criteria into the various public universities in the 

country. 

The Faculty of Commerce is currently among the 

most competitive faculties in the U.o.N. Over the 

years the Faculty has always received more applicants 

than could be admitted. The selection therefore has 

gone beyond consideration of the minimum entry 

requirements. 

For any selection criteria to be effective, it 

is imperative that it bears a relationship with the 

students' performance at the University. In order to 

be effective, the admission criteria should not be 

viewed as a selection criteria per se but rather, as 

a measure which would provide supplementary information 

to identify those candidates unlikely for whatever 

reason, to complete successfully a college course 

(Astin 1971). Though there are various methods of 

deriving a relationship between admission criteria 
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and performance, empirical analyses are the most widely 

used since they are testable as opposed to such simple 

methods as ''educated" or intuitive guesses. The most 

widely applied empirical methods in determining 

pre-entry student attributes that are relevant to academic 

performance include correlation factor , discriminand and 

multiple regression analyses. All these have been 

widely applied in studies at various universities and 

other educational institutions. Some of these include 

studies by Dockweiler and Willis (1984), Dunn and Hall 

(1984), Ingram and Petersen (1987), Astin (1971), 

Delaney, Keys, Norton and Simon (1979), Gatumu (1976) 

and Frakes (1977). 

In the current study only two of the above 

mentioned statistical tools will be utilized, namely, 

multiple regression analysis and correlation analysis. 

The interest in this study was stimulated by two 

main factors. First and foremost by the results 

(findings) of past investigations in the Faculty's 

examination performances. The findings that 

particularly aroused the interest of the researcher 

are those by a committee that was set up in 1979 by 

the Senate to investigate into the causes of high 

failure rates in some of the Faculty's examinations. 2 

2. Kohler, Dr. D.: Ad Hoc Committee's report on the 
high failure rates in some of the Faculty's 
examinations - 1980. 
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The second factor was the change in the Kenyan 

education system . Because the admission criteria 

under the 7 - 6-3 system had been found by the above 

committee to be in a way ineffective the researcher 

thought that such pitfalls could be prevented if some 

empirical method was used as a basis of setting an 

admission criteria . 

In the past , in some years , there have been 

abnormally high failure rates in some of the Faculty ' s 

examinations . Sometimes , a large number of students 

have had either to be discontinued , required to repeat , 

sit supplementary examinations or have their marks 

adjusted . At one time the failure rates were so high 

that the Senate expressed its concern by setting up 

the above-mentioned committee t o look into the c auses 

of such failures and suggest possible remedies . 

One of the major findings of the committee was that the 

Advanced (A) level total score did not seem to have any 

significant correlation with performance at the 

University level , whereas it is the same results that 

are given most weight in selecting students into the 

Faculty of Commerce . The issue that arises then is 

whether the reasons for the high failure rates lies 

with the admission (selection) criteria or some other 

factors . From the Dr . Kohler Report (1980) , there 

are indications that the selection criteria is partly 

responsible for the failure rates in the Faculty . 
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ow that the Faculty (and the University as a 

hole) has to come up with entry requirements for the 

8-4-4 system, there is a need to try and find out which 

Ordinary (0) level student attributes might affect student 

performance in the Faculty. This would show which 

subjects should be focused on in setting entry 

requirements. 

The researcher, being a graduate of the Faculty 

has a conviction that other than 0-level Mathematics 

which forms part of the current entry requirements, 

other factors may also be important in predicting 

performance in the Faculty, hence an investigative 

study would reveal any such factors that could be of 

relevance in the 8-4-4 programme. 

It was also felt that there was need to undertake 

this study because the only similar study done 

in this area was geared towards a specific 

report to be presented to the Senate, thus the 

investigation did not in any way support the findings 

\.,i th any theoretical background. Further, the sample 

taken of 104 students from the 1976 intake of students 

might not have been representative due to the problem 

of stationality. 

1 .2 Statement of the Problem 

Each student aspiring to join (or is already 

admitted into) the University would like to know hi~ 
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her chances of successfully completing the programme. 

Astin (1971), has aptly summarized the student's 

problem in one paragraph: 

" early every student planning to go 
to college is concerned about how well 
he will do once he gets there. This 
concern relates not only to the grades 
that he is likely to receive, but also 
to his chances of staying in college 
through graduation."l 

Apart from the students, the University as a 

whole and the Faculty in particular would like to 

ensure that the admitted students will successfully 

complete the courses offered. One way to achieve 

this aim is to set minimum entry requirements that 

if met, will ensure that the selected students have 

a high probability of passing. At the same time, 

such entry requirements should be able to identify 

those students who are unlikely to successfully 

complete the course. 

However, arriving at such a selection criteria 

is not practically easy. This is evident from the 

findings of a previous investigation into the 

performances in the Faculty which concluded that the 

current criteria is not adequate (effective). This 

problem is compounded by the present change in the 

education system which will require new entry 

3. Astin, A.W.: Predicting Academic performance in 
Colleges. (The Free press, N.Y., 1973), 
pg. 3 . 
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requirements. The question that arises is whether it 

is possible to decide ex-ante, which particular 

pre-entry attributes are likely to be predictive 

factors of students' performance in the Faculty of 

Commerce under the 8-4-4 programme. This study is 

an attempt to answer this question by using the 

approach suggested by Harnett and Murphy (1985) who 

state that : 

" ..• given sufficient historical 
information on the enrollees ' 
characteristics and their eventual 
graduate school record, a 
mathematical relationship can 
be determined among the variables. 
The relation , allowing for 
uncertainty, is a regression 
equation that can be used to make 
predictions for other enrollees "4 

1.3 Objectives of the Study 

The study is basically aimed at identifying the 

variables that could be used as a basis of a predictive 

model for the performance of students in the Faculty of 

Commerce before they are admitted . Hence the objectives 

of this study are threefold: 

(1) to identify those pre-entry variables that 

have a significant relationship with eventual 

performance and hence could be used to 

predict student performance in the 

Faculty; 

(2) identify the nature of the prediction 

model , if any , that could possibly be 

4 . Harnett , D. L. and Murphy , J.L.: Statistical Analysis 
for Business ana Economics (3rd Ed . Addison Wesley 
Publishing Co ., 1985) pg . 633. 
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used to predict student performance in 

the Faculty; 

(3) based on first and second objectives above, 

suggest possible areas of emphasis in 

formulating a selection criteria under the 

8-4-4 progranune. 

1. 4 Importance of the study 

The findings of this study will be useful to a 

number of individuals and/or institutions. These 

include: 

the Faculty of Commerce in deciding on an 

effective admission (selection) criteria and 

offering advice to students already admitted 

(especially those identified as weak); 

any other university intending to introduce a 

Faculty of Commerce, in setting up the minimum 

entry requirements; 

for careers masters at secondary schools in 

offering guidance and advice to students 

intending to join the Faculty of Commerce; 

as a basis for further research. 

1. 5 Research Design 

1.5.1 The Population 

The population for the study comprises of all 
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the students who were admitted into the Faculty of 

Commerce in the academic years 1974/75 to 1984/85, a 

period of ten years. 

1.5.2 The Sample 

t 

To decide on the appropriate sample size, the 

following formula was used : 

2 2 n = z s where: n = sample size 
E2 

z = reliability factor 

s = sample standard deviation 

E = maximum tolerable error. 

Ordinarily, the correct formula to use in determining 

the sample size given a finite population (as in the 

present case) is : 

n = Nz 2s 2 

E2 (N-l)+z 2s 2 
where N = population size 

But because the populations were different in all the 

years, the formula cannot be used. 

In this study, the reliability factor was set 

at 95% and so z = 1 . 96. Since the population standard 

deviation is unknown it is necessary to use a sample 

standard deviation . To get this statistic , a pilot 

study was carried out by selecting fifty students from 

the 1979/80 and fifty from the 1980/81 graduating 

classes and getting the respective Grade Point Average 
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(GPA) means and standard deviations. The results 

obtained were: 
-
x79180 = 56.49 x80/81 = 57.14 

= 5.28 s80/81 = 4.36 

E(s) = (5.28 + 4.36)/2 = 4.82 

Since n ~ 30 these sample parameters could be taken 

to be unbiased estimators of the population parameters 

(Kane D.J. 1968: pg. 196, and Daniel and Terrell 1983: 

pg. 128). 

The maximum tolerable error was set at 0.98 which 

is normally arrived at by dividing the reliability 

factor by two (Daniel and Terrell 1983: pg. 172). 

Applying the above statistics, the appropriate sample 

size was determined as: 

n = (1.96) 2 (4.82) 2 = 92.9 rounded up to 100. 
0.98 2 

This sample was then divided equally over a period of 

four years, twenty five from each year. 

Still, using only one sample might produce 

results that are unique to only that sample. To 

overcome this problem of stationality, it is 

advisable to test more samples and identify those 

variables that appear consistently significant . . 
Accordingly, two different samples of 100 students 
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each were used to develop the model. Therefore in total, 

eight years were used. To cross-validate the model 

developed from these initial two samples, a further 

100 students were used. 

1.5.3 Data Collection 

In the current study, it would have been 

meaningless to include the students• A-level results 

as variables in light of the fact that in 1990 the 

A-level will be phased out. However it is necessary 

to include A-level Economics as a surrogate for 0-level 

Economics because cprrently the subject is not offered 

in 0-level but under the 8-4-4 it will be offered in 

the four years of secondary level education. 

For each of the students in the sample, the 

scores were obtained for all the subjects taken at 

0-level and the score in A-level Economics. The 

students• final year Grade Point Average (G.P.A.) were 

used, as a measure of performance. All the above scores 

were obtained from the Faculty of Commerce records 

office. 

1 . 5.4 Data Analysis 

The data was analysed using regression and 

correlation analysis. In this respect, the Statgraphics 

computer package was used on the Compaq micro-computer. 
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1.6 Scope of the Study 

This project consists of five chapters. The 

first chapter - introduction gives a brief background 

on the subject matter of the study, the statement of 

the problem, objectives of the study, importance of 

the study and the research design. 

The second chapter is on the literature review that 

is pertinent to the understanding of the study . 

Chapter three is a description of the statistical 

tool that was used to analyse the data . 

The fourth chapter is devoted entirely to data 

analysis and findings from the study . 

The fifth and final chapter is the conclusion 

which ~s a discussion of the findings, their 

implications , limitations of the study and lastly , 

suggests areas for further research from the current 

study . 
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CHAPTER 2 

UITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Background to the Faculty of Commerce 

The Faculty of Commerce was started at the 

University of Nairobi (then the Royal College of East 

Africa) in the academic year 1956/57 during which 

time it w s referr d to as the F culty of Professional 

Studies. The actual Faculty of Commerce as it is known 

and structured today was established in 1964 with fifty 

students. At this time, it had four departments, namely 

Accounting, Business Administration, Law and Home Economics. 

In 1970, the Department of Law became a fully-fledged 

Faculty while Home Economics was absorbed into the 

Faculty of Science. Over the last two and half decades, 

the Faculty population has steadily grown both in terms 

of academic staff and under and post-graduate students. 

Currently the Faculty offers three options to 

students enrolled in the undergraduate programme. 

These options are Accounting, Marketing and Insurance. 

However, plans are underway to introduce other options 

such as Management Science Banking, Finance and 

Cooperative Management. The Bachelor of Commerce 

undergraduate programme is undertaken over a period 

of three years of full time study During the first 

year, common courses are taught to all the new 

students. These are mainly introductory courses 

aimed at acquainting the fresh undergraduates with 

the entire programme and enabling them to identify 
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potential areas of specialization . In their second 

year, the students choose specified areas of 

specialization which will constitute their final 

degree option . Further introductory and intermediate 

core courses relevant to specific specialization 

areas are o fered to the students . During the final 

year of study , a common and integrative course , 

Business Policy and tDecisions is offered to all the 

students in addition to the more advanced core 

courses along with a number of diversified but 

relevant elective courses (see appendix A) . 

The minimum entry requirements for admission 

into the Faculty of Commerce as per the 1986/7 University 

Calendar are a credit or better (grades 1-6) in 

Ordinary ('0') level Mathematics , five or more passes 

at 0-levels and passes (grades A-E) in at least any 

two principal subjects at Advanced ('A') level . 

However in actual practice, the entry requirements 

are more stringent than these and depend mainly on 

the A-level results. Currently the minimum number of 

points one can get in order to be admitted are thirteen . 

In A-level results , points are awarded to the various 

grades as follows : 6 points for grade A, 5 for grade B, 

.. • . .• , 2 for grade E and 1 point for a subsidiary 

pass. Candidates are then ranked according to their 

total score in all the subjects taken. 

The actual selection into the University 
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is performed by a selection committee composed of 

the Deans of faculties and chaired by the Vice-Chancellor. 

Each faculty has a specified maximum number of students 

it can admit. In the first round of selection, those 

candidates whose first choice was Commerce are 

selected in order of total point score. However, 

because large numbers of students have equal point 

scores, several places may be left unfilled. For 

example, if Commerce has 180 places and 120 students 

have scores of 13 or better and 100 have scores of 12, 

then only the top 120 students will be selected. In 

the second and subsequent rounds, second, third and 

sometimes fourth choices of the candidates are 

considered to see whether they qualify for admission 

to other faculties. 

When considering the subjects that have been 

taken by the students at A-level, the Faculty of 

Commerce does not distinguish between any of the 

subjects. Therefore, for entry into Commerce, a 

grade B in Christian Religious Education carries 

the same weight as a grade B in Mathematics. However, 

for a short period , during the 1973/74 academic year, 

the Faculty of Commerce used a different weighting 

scheme for A-level subjects: 

Mathematics 

Economics 

X 3 

X 2 

Other approved subjects x 1 

Art X 0 
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The scheme was however abandoned because it was 

felt that the Faculty "should try to test for basic 

intelligence rather than A-level in a particular area." 

(Dr. Kohler, 1980}. 

Once a student has been admitted into the Faculty, 

he/she is required to pass all the courses taken. 

A pass implies a student must score 40 or more in a 

subject. However, depending on how many courses one 

fails in the first sitting in any academic year, 

he/she could be required to sit supplementary 

examinations, be discontinued or asked to repeat the 

year. (For details see appendix B ). The marks 

attained in the first year of study do not count for 

the final degree Grade Point Average (G.P.A.}. This 

G.P.A. is composed of the student's performance in 

the second and third years where the former gets a 

weight of 1/3 while 2/3 go to the latter. 

2.2 Factors that predict academic performace 

Many authors have undertaken studies aimed at 

identifying the variables or factors that could be 

used to predict student performance either at 

university level or for some particular examination, 

professional or academic. When undertaking such 

studies, the inherent assumption by the researchers 

is not that the factors identified actually have a 

cause-effect relationship with subsequent performance 

but rather because: 
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" ... in using such variables as ... 
it is not because they are thought 
or believed to be related to the 
eventual degree performance, but 
rather, because all these 
examinations are supposed to 
test what the final examination 
will test, that is, recall, 
intelligence, expression etc."S 

However, apart from the examination-related 

variables that the above authors have referred to, 

there could be other qualitative and quantitative 

(but not examination-related) factors that could 

predict academic performance. These include such 

factors as sex, age, communicating ability, integrity 

and ability to deal with people. For computation 

purposes however, the variables that have mainly been 

used for the prediction of academic performance are 

those though qualitative can be assigned quantitative 

values. 

The need to identify and evaluate academic 

performance predictors has been emphasized by Williams 

(1969) who has said that: 

" ... the future of the Accounting 
profession will be determined not 
only by the opportunities which 
confront it, but by the 
intellectual capability, 
knowledge and skills of 
its members. 

It is important therefore 
for the Accounting profession 
to evaluate periodically 
the characteristics of its 

5. Ibid.: pg. 635. 
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recruits to determine 
if those who seek to enter 
into its ranks are equipped 
with the attributes 
necessary to deal 
effectively with the 
increasingly complex 
problems of the 
profession."6 

The author suggests that such periodic evaluations 

will assist those responsible for the profession's 

recruiting activities in determining the effectiveness 

of their recruiting programmes. "In addition, 

educators may find such an analysis useful in 

counselling students." 

The above proposition by Williams is applicable 

not only in the Accounting profession (which is a 

branch of Commerce) but virtually in all professions. 

The author however raises the issue of a periodic 

evaluation as opposed to a once-a-lifetime evaluation 

because the latter could be overtaken by events. Or 

in other words, predictor variables might be changing 

with time for one reason or another. 

Baldwin and Howe (1982), carried out a study in 

an attempt to relate secondary school level study of 

Accounting and subsequent performance in the 

introductory level college course in Accounting. 

Thus they sought to answer the question - does high 

6. Williams, D.Z.: A Profile of C.P.A. candidates 
(The Accounting Review - Jan. 1969) 
pg. 153. 
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school exposure to Accounting benefit the university 

student? They used two samples - one of students not 

previously exposed to Accounting in high school and 

another group that had prior Accounting knowledge. 

They then compared the performance of the two groups 

at college level. Their primary conclusion was that 

college students who had a bookkeeping course in 

high school perform no better in university Accounting 

courses than those who had not been previously exposed 

to such a course. The results of their research even 

implied that prior study of bookkeeping may be 

dysfunctional to the student. 

Theauthors then suspected that the student with 

previous bookkeeping knowledge may be over-confident 

at the beginning of the college course as they expect 

the course to be easy. This leads them to feel they 

can ''sail" through the course. However, with time, 

new and more rigorous topics are introduced but these 

students make no extra effort as is required by the 

course and thus perform poorly, much as the other 

students may have done at the beginning of the course. 

The result is that their relative performance falls 

considerably. On the other hand, those students with 

no prior Accounting Knowledge performed relatively 

more poorly early in the course and they either drop 

the course or begin to work more diligently. Thus 

when the more rigorous material comes later in the 

course, this group of students is usually working at 
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a high level of proficiency. Little wonder then, 

in the authors• words, 11 that they outperform the 

oldrnasters from the high school bookkeeping course 11 

(pg. 625). 

The authors thus recommend that .. forceful 

counselling is therefore necessary especially to 

those with prior accounting knowledge ... 

There is a clear parallel between the above 

study and the current one. In the 8-4-4 system, 

Accounting, Commerce and Economics are among the 

subjects that will be offered during the four years 

of secondary level education. There is a possibility 

that this group of subjects could be significantly 

correlated with university performance. If this be 

the case, utmost care will have to be taken in 

considering these group of subjects as part of the 

selection criteria. And whether these subjects are 

included in the admission criteria or not, it might 

become necessary to counsel students who have taken 

these subjects prior to university education against 

assuming, and wrongly so, that they have an advantage 

over the .. non-starters ... 

Astin, A.W. (1971) from his study on 11 Predicting 

academic performance in colleges 11 concluded that there 

are three major predictors of academic success in 

colleges. These are: 7 

7. Op. cit. 
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academic record in high school 

tests of academic ability (aptitude tests) 

sex. 

The tests of academic ability are administered for 

the prime purpose of gauging the suitability of 

each candidate for college education. It is 

imperative therefore that they are administered 

before the student(s) are admitted to colleges in 

the United States of America, where the above study 

was carried out. In Kenya, such pre-university 

entrance examinations do not exist. This does not 

however, imply that they have been found to be 

irrelevant. On the contrary, a study that was 

carried out by Gatumu (1976) 8 did conclude that such 

aptitude tests have a reasonably high correlation 

with performance in ~ certain faculties in the 

University of Nairobi. Unfortunately, Commerce was 

not among the faculties selected for his study and 

so, the relevance of aptitude tests in the Faculty 

of Commerce cannot be ruled out. 

In his overall conclusion, Astin hypothesised 

that the students who would be expected to perform 

better are "those who have been honoured for 

excellent performance at high school; those who 

attended private schools and those who rated 

themselves high on academic ability and the drive 

to achieve." Likewise, the students most likely to 

8. Op. cit. 
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perform worse than expected are those that turned in 

papers and assignments late, came late to class, made 

wisecracks in class and those who went to movies and 

discos frequently. 

Gatumu H.J.N. (1976), having used samples from 

different faculties for his study, concluded that 

different variables appeared to be more significant 

predictors in one faculty than in another. Intuitively, 

this finding is to be expected because the course 

content in each faculty will usually be structured 

on the assumption that students will have taken 

particular subjects (gained particular knowledge) or 

attained above a certain score at secondary school 

level. This therefore suggests that the various 

faculties should set their own minimum entry 

requirements distinctly. 

oockweiler and Willis (1984) 9 , using correlation 

analysis, concluded that there were three major 

factors that were strong predictors of success or 

failure in the Faculty of Accounting, University of 

Missouri. These three factors were, the students' 

overall GPA score prior to entering the Accounting 

programme; the grades in the first and second 

introductory Accounting courses taken prior to entry 

into the Faculty. fn the same study, the authors 

9. Oockweiler, R.C. and Willis, C.G.: On the use of 
Entry Requirements for Undergraduate 
Accounting Programs" (The Accounting 
Review, July 1984, Vol. LIV, No. 3). 
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found out that College Aptitude Test scores also had 

positive correlation with performance but this was 

substantially lowen than the correlation between the 

first and second grades in introductory Accounting 

courses and eventual performance. 

Because correlation analysis ignores the joint 

contribution of predictor variables, the authors went 

further to use stepwise multiple regression to check 

for the contribution of the multiple variables taken 

together . From an original set of eleven predictor 

variables, the conclusion was that high school GPA and the 

introductory Accounting cours were strong predictors 

of performance in the third and final year in college. 

By way of validating their results the researchers 

carried out a discriminant analysis using these three 

variables . They were found to be highly significant . 

Age was also found to be a significant predictor but 

the authors caution , and correctly so, that it would 

be illegal and unfair to use age as an entry 

requirement. Therefore they dropped this variable 

and used the three other variables to predict and 

achieved an 81 % prediction success . They therefore 

concluded that the best selection criteria would be a 

three-factor model using the three significant predictor 

variables. 

In evaluating the findings of their study , 

Dockweiler and Willis concluded that with the 81% 
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prediction success, the study was a great success 

since "any set of admission standards can be 

expected to result in some screening errors", 10 that 

is to say, some students who would have been 

successful will be screened out whereas others who 

are admitted will subsequently prove to be 

unsuccessful - which they referred to as Type I and 

Type II screening errors respectively . 

The finding that introductory Accounting courses 

taken prior to university admission were significant 

predictors of performance is in contrast to the 

conclusions by Baldwin and Howe (1982) 11 who found 

the opposite to be true. Indeed what these two 

studies serve to highlight is that research findings 

cannot be overgeneralized . Perhaps if Baldwin and 

Howe had used correlation or regression analysis then 

it would be possible~ to know if prior Accounting 

knowledge bears a negative or positive relation to 

performance . 

The overall conclusion and contribution of the 

Dockweiler and Willis study was that whereas there 

was nothing wrong with considering one most important 

variable when screening enrollees , the process could 

be improved by considering additional variables which 

depict high correlations with the eventual performance . 

10. Ibid . pg . 502 . 

11 . Op. cit. 
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In attempting to relate various predictor 

variables and candidate performance, Dunn and Hall 

(1984)
12 

arrived at similar conclusions as those by 

Dockweiler and Willis. The former authors sought to 

find out the relationship between Certified Public 

Accountants (CPA) Examination candidate attribute and 

candidate performance. The statistical tool used was 

regression analysis from which findings indicated 

that Accounting GPA at college was the single most 

important attribute in predicting a candidate's 

eventual score. Other variables that appeared to be 

important were hours of self-study, aptitude tests 

and type of school attended. These variables 

appeared to have consistently significant associations 

with examination performance in the series of 

regressions that were performed. However work 

experience, age and non-Accounting subject scores did 

not have any significant relationship with performance. 

Dunn and Ball seem to be the only authors who 

did a complete analysis because, instead of 

performing one regression, they opted for a series 

of regressions to determine the variables that 

appeared to be consistently significant. They even 

went further to test the regression assumptions. These 

two approaches will be used in the current study. 

12 . Dunn, W.M. and Ball, T.W.: An Emphirical analysis 
of the relationship between CPA Examination 
candidate attributes and candidate 
performance (The Accounting Review, 
Vol . LIV, No. 4 Oct. 1984). 
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Ingram and Petersen (1987) 13 attempted to 

evaluate American Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants (AICPA) to test scores for predicting 

the performance of Accounting majors. The predictor 

variables were AICPA aptitude tests 1 GPA and first 

level AICPA total score, whereas the criterion 

variable was the score in upper division Accounting 

• courses at the University of Iowa. By far the most 

important predictor was the students' GPA for the 

first two years of college. None of the other 

variables provided a significant improvement in 

predictive power . To cross-validate their model, 

the author calculated the average correlation 

coefficient between the actual and predicted values 

from fifty validation groups and this was found to be 

on average 0.880 with a standard deviation of 0.021, 

which is reasonably close to the correlation 

coefficient of the original sample used to develop 

the model (0.912). 

It should, however, be noted that the most 

important variable in the above study were scores 

attained after admission into college, hence such 

variables are not of much use if one is interested 

in evaluating a student before actual admissio~ 

13. Ingram, R.W. and Petersen, R.J.: An Evaluation of 
AICPA tests for predicting the performance 
of Accounting majors (The Accounting 
Review, Vol.LXII, No.1 Jan. 1987) . 
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Frakes, A.H. (1977), another Accounting educator, 

using two samples from two different universities 

(Washington State University and University of 

Washington), attempted to 'unearth" the relationship 

between "Introductory Accounting objectives and 

Intermediate Accounting performance". The most 

important conclusion that is pertinent to the 

current study was that: 

" •.• prediction equations developed 
for use in admission decisions for 
accounting study beyond the 
introductory level should not be 
limited to Accounting achievement 
test results. General academic 
ability and demographic variables 
also should be considered and, in 
some areas, may be more important 
predictor variables than 
achievement test scores. "14 

This conclusion is strongly supported by findings by 

Dockweiler and Willis (1984) and Dr. Kohler (1980) 

both of who found age and sex to be significant 

predictors of performance but cautioned, that it 

would not only be illegal but also unfair to 

consider such demog~phic factors for admission 

purposes. On the average, Dr. Kohler found that 

younger students tend to do better than older ones 

whereas males tend to perform better than females, on 

the average. 

14. Frakes, A.H.: Introductory Accounting objectives 
and Intermediate Accounting performance. 
(The Accounting Review, Vol. LII, No. 1, 
Jan. 1977) pg. 209. 
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Delaney, P.R. et al (1979) 15 tried to relate 

scores attained in an admission test with eventual 

performance in Intermediate Accounting. The researchers 

carne up with a multiple correlation coefficient of 0.57 

and their conclusion was that there was need for 

additional explanatory variables. They further suggest 

that these additional variables might well be 

demographic variables, similar to those previously 

suggested by Frakes (1977). These two studies 

therefore serve as pointers to the importance of 

demographics in the prediction of academic performance 

despite the inherent practical problems of using such 

variables as a basis of student admission. Two 

demographic variables, sex and age have, however, been 

included in the current study to see if they have an 

effect on performance. 

In a report tabled by an Ad Hoc Committee chaired 

by Dr. Kohler, 0. 16 that was set up to investigate the 

high failure rates in some examinations in the Faculty 

of Commerce, several conclusions were made. Some of 

the conclusions were quite contrary to some of the 

above literature already reviewed. In order to 

facilitate the investigation, the committee used a 

sample of 104 students from the 1976 intake of students. 

15. Delaney, P.R. et al.: An Admission test for 
Intermediate Accounting (The Accounting 
Review, Vol. LIV, No. 1, Jan. 1979). 

16 . Op. cit. 
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Their GPA in the final year was used as a measure of 

performance since "it was indicative of the performance 

of both of good and bad students." Several other 

items of information concerning the same students 

were gathered and correlations derived between this 

information and the students' final year GPA. The 

most important findings were that on average , males do 

better than females; younger students tend to do better 

than older ones, 0-level Mathematics was a significant 

determinant of success or failure; 0-level science had 

a strong correlation; and there was a very strong 

correlation between A-level Mathematics and final 

year GPA (it was actually the best indicator of the 

ability to do well in the Bachelor of Commerce 

programme) and lastly, A-level Commerce (Accounting 

and Economics) was highly correlated with final 

performance. 

Perhaps the finding that had the strongest 

implications was that total A-level score, which is 

the criteria currently used in selecting students into 

the Faculty was not correlated with final performance. 

The committee further concluded that of all the variables, 

the following had the strongest correlation with final 

year GPA (in order of importance) : 

A-level Mathematics 

A-level Commerce 

0-level Mathematics. 
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Perhaps the reason that A-level total score was not 

significantly correlated with final performance is 

the fact that a student might take A-level subjects 

and score highly but the same subjects are not in any 

way relevant to the Bachelor of Commerce programme. 

Thus it becomes important to identify the specific 

subjects that are correlated with university level 

performance as a basis for setting up the admission 

criteria. 

Several other authors have carried out similar 

studies as those reviewed and each of these has come 

up with a list of predictor variables, the majority 

of which have already been mentioned. They include 

Somercet (1968) and the ational Foundation for 

Education Research (1973). In summary, the author 

who has tried to categorize the various possible 

predictor variables into some form of uniformity is 

Astin (1971) who h s categorized the variables into 

four groups: 

background characteristics 

type of school attended (private, mission, 

or government) 

race 

religion 

education level of parents 

number of family members 

family income 

students' age 
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high school achievements 

average grade in high school 

specific achievements (e.g. won a contest 

or a scholarship, was a member of a 

certain society) 

future plans 

probable field of study in college 

probable career choice 

highest degree sought 

expectations about getting married during 

or after graduation 

concern about finances 

interests and personal characteristics 

interests in various job activities 

(e . g. teaching , research , 

service etc . ) 

dating patterns during high school 

daily activities or behaviour (playing 

music , disco , studying , drinking , 

smoking , church activities , etc.). 

Even though the above variables were found by Astin 

to have some predictive ability, generally the additional 

accuracy in prediction contributed by each of them was 

insignificant compared to the three major ones earlier 

mentioned (academic record in high school , aptitude tests 

and sex) of which academic record in high school was the 

best single indicator of students' performance at college 
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level . This latter conclusion is similar to that by 

Gatumu (1976) and Dockweiler and Willis (1984). 

It should be noted that even though most of the 

variables mentioned above could be expected to be 

significant predictors in the Faculty of Commerce, it 

is not a foregone conclusion that a variable found to 

have strong predictive ability in America will have a 

similar kind of relationship in the Kenyan situation . 

For example , the conclusion that students who went to 

private schools would be expected to perform better 

may not be the case in Kenya . 

As is evident from the above studies , it is 

possible to come up with an almost limitless list of 

predictor variables that could explain a student ' s 

academic performance . However for practical purposes 

it may not be necessary to include all of the possible 

variables in the model . In order to reduce the 

complexities of dealing with large volumes of data 

which may in any case be adding little explanatory 

power to the final results , the number of variables 

may have to be reduced to save computational effort 

and time . Indeed as Kendall, M.G . points out : 

" . .. it may be necessary to avoid 
variables that are expensive to 
observe or involve a lot of delay 
in measurement , provided that 
nothing is lost in the purpose 
of the study . "l7 

17 . Kendall , Sir M. G.: Multivariate Analysis (Griffin 
Publishing Co ., London , 1975) pg . 5 . 
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Daniel and Terrell (1983) further also justify the 

non-inclusion of certain variables by saying: 

" ... Usually we base the decision on 
both statistical and non-statistical 
considerations. We may have to omit 
some variables because the results 
of statistical analyses cast doubt 
on their usefulness as predictor, 
or explanatory, variables. Some 
writers suggest that under some 
circumstances variables that fair 
poorly when subjected to statistical 
evaluation should remain in the 
model, either because measurements 
on them are easily obtained or 
because the logic of their preserve 
is so strong.'' 18 

There are also theoretical reasons that underlie 

the preference for as few variables as possible. For 

example, one may wish to r ~educe the dimensions or 

number of variables even at the expense of sacrificing 

some information or transform the data so as to get rid 

of 11 nuisance 11 parameters. An example is the case where 

some variables might not be quantifiable though they 

might be important. If such parameters cannot be 

transformed into quantLtatives, then they cannot be 

included. 

But, if there is no a priori reason to believe 

that a particular variable is insignificant, then it 

must be included in the model so that there are as 

many variables as possible, after which statistical 

methods can be used to elLminate some, if necessary. 

18. Daniel, W.W. and Terrell, J.C.: Business Statistics: 
Basic Concepts and Methodology (Third Ed., 
Houghton Mifflin Co. 1983) pg. 363. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE MODEL 

3.1 Introduction 

The statistical tool that will be used in this 

study is multiple regression analysis and the related 

correlation analysis. The general predictive 

equation derived from the analysis is of the form: 

1 where Y = response variable 

,-:?
0 

= a constant 

~· = the partial regression coefficient 
l. 

for variable i. 

X. = score on predictor variable i 
l. 

E = Error term. 

The reason why multiple regression and correlation 

analysis were selected in preference to other statistical 

tools is that from the literature review on similar 

studies, it is apparent that these tools are the most 

widely used. So there is reason to believe that the 

tools could be appropriate in the current study 

since it is similar to those reviewed. As Dunn and 

Hall suggest, in such studies linear models are used 

" ..• because there is no a priori 
reason to expect a nonlinear 
relationship ... "19 

19. Op. cit. 
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In a ny c ase a simple plot of the data should show the 

kind of relationship that exists between the variables . 

The assumption underlying the model is that 

given measurements on a set of predictor variables 

..... , X and one criterion variable Y, 
n 

for a group of individuals or occurrences, the 

multiple regression problem then is to try and 

construct a linear function of the form : 

suc h that the sum of squared errors (deviations) , 

e
2 = ~(Y-Y1 ) 2 = L(Y-a-b1x1 - b 2x2- . . . -bnXn)

2 

is minimized for the specific data. In effect the 

pro blem reduces to that of determining the values 

a , b 1 , b 2 , ..•. bn that will minimize the magnitude 

of e 2 . In order to minimize e
2

, we get the partial 

coefficients (b.) by using the method of least 
~ 

squares . For one predictor variable , the equation 

is of the form : 

1 Y = a + bx . 

Therefore minimizing 
2 

e = (Y. - Y1 ) 2 is the same 
~ 2 

as minimizing : 

L[Y- (a+ bx)] 2 

In this function , there are two unknowns, a and b . 

To solve for them, we make use of the first order 

conditions . 
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Let the function to be minimized be F. Then: 

n 

'aF = L 
a a 

2(Y-a-bx)(-l) 

i=l 

2(Y-a-bx) (-x) 

From the above partial derivatives, the following two 

normal equations can be obtained, which can then be 

solved simultaneously to obtain the two unknowns: 

l_y = na -1 b [x ( i) 

__ XY = a Ex + b .Ix2 (ii) 

Note: In the case of two predictor variables, there 

will be three unknowns and therefore three normal 

equations. In general, if there are n predictor 

variables, there will be n+l unknowns and the same 

number of normal equations resulting from the partial 

derivatives . 

3 .2 Assumptions of the model 

For the results from the regression model to be 

valid, a number of assumptions are usually made. 

These assumptions are necessary mainly for purposes 

of interpreting the various measures of the goodness 

of fit of the resulting predictive equation. For most 

of these assumptions, there are tests that can be 

performed to find out if the assumptions have been 

violated or not. These assumptions are that: 
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1. the random variable e {error term) is assumed to 

be statistically independent of each of the 

predictor variables. This implies that at each 

observation i, the covariance between a predictor 

variable and the corresponding error term is zero; 

2. the error term e. for all possible sets of given 
~ 

values x1 , x 2 .•... , xn are assumed to be nornally 

distributed; 

3. the expected value (the mean) of the errors is zero 

for all possible sets of given values x
1

, x
2

, x
3 

... x, that is E(e.) = 0. This implies that, for 
n ~ 

1 
a given xi' the differences between Yi and Y1 are 

on the average zero, though some of the differences 

may be positive, others negative; 

4. the variance of the errors is finite and is 

constant for all possible sets of given values 

x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , .•.•• ,xn (homoscedasticity). This 

means that the dispersion or variability of 

points in the population from the regression 

line must be constant; 

5. any two error terms are statistically independent 

of any other, that is, their covariance is zero. 

What the assumption implies is that the error ~ 

term at one point in the population cannot be 

systematically related to the error term of any 

other point in the population. In other words, 

knowledge about the size or sign of one or more 
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errors does not help in predicting the size or 

sign of any other error; 

6. none of the predictor variables is an exact linear 

combination of another predictor variable(s). 

This assumption requires that no perfectly 

linear relationship exists (multicollinearity); 

7. the number of observations (m) must exceed the 

number of coefficients (n+l) being estimated, 

where n is the number of predictor variables . 

With (n+l) coefficients, the number of degrees 

of freedom ism- (n + 1). Therefore the 

condition specifies that there must be at least 

one degree of freedom. 

The assumptions allow us to know the characteristics 

(properties} of the estimators obtained by the least 

squares rules. Using the assumptions, it can be 

determined that each estimator is a random variable 

with a normal probability distribution. So the 

assumptions give us three important properties of 

a, b. and Y1 ' 20 ): 
~ 

- they are correct on the average (unbiased) 

- relatively reliable on a single trial (efficiency) 

- they are more and more accurate on the average 

as the sample size increases (consistency). 

20. Harnett, o.L. and Murphy, J.L.: Statistical 
Analysis for Business and Economics 
(3rd Ed. Addison Wesley Publishing 
Co. , 19 8 5) pg. 57 4 • 
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The robustness of the regression model lies in 

the fact that various tests are available to test 

both the significance of the estimators and 

violations of some of the assumptions . 

3 . 3 Predicting using the Regression model 

If the resul ting equation has a significant fit 

and the significant predictor variables have also been 

identified , then it can be used in determining point 

forecasts . But while performing the estimations, it 

must be borne in mind that the model is derived from 

a samp l e , hence gives only results from one set of 

data . So no matter how significant the fit is, it 

is not true that the predictions will be accurate for 

other sets of data . However , to overcome this 

problem of stationality , the model can be improved 

by using a series of samples in order to find out 

which variables appear consistently significant . 

Another solution out of the problem is to 

develop a model , then test its appropriateness by 

using a different sample (cross-validation) . To 

perform the test , all that is needed is to calculate 

a correlation coefficient between the actual and 

predicted values for the validation group . Gatumu (1976) 

and Ingram and Petersen (1987 : pg . 220) have adopted 

this method . If the ordinary product moment 

correlation coefficient is reasonably close to that 

of the original sample , the researcher could be 
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confident that in subsequent samples too, the 

predictive efficiency will be more or less of this 

degree (Gatumu, 1976: pg. 36). 

Once the model has been validated it can then 

be used for prediction but still with a caveat. This 

is because as Neter and Wasserman (1985 put it: 

" ... it is important to remember that 
the validity of the regression 
application depends upon whether 
basic conditions in the period 
ahead will be similar to those 
in existence during the period 
upon which the regression is 
based"21 

But generally, the equation will be quite accurate 

near the point of means or averages of the variable~ 

used. Given that no substantial changes occur in the 

conditions surrounding the time, place and observation 

procedures under which the data was collected, the 

predictive equation will usually be valid. 

In using the model for prediction, regression 

equations are mostly used to get a point estimate, 

that is, "the best guess numerical score" on the 

criterion variable for an individual with a given 

combination of predictor scores. However, it is 

possible in certain cases to utilize regression 

21. eter, J. Wasserman, W. and Kutner, M.H.: Applied 
Linear Statistical methods: Regression, 
Analysis of Variance and Experimental 
Designs (2nd Ed., Richard D. Irwin Inc., 
1985) pg. 83. 
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models in a more sophisticated manner. One of these, 

suggested by Gatumu (1976) is for example, to get 

answers to questions such as what is the approximate 

probability that an individual with a particular 

combination of predictor scores will get a criterion 

score above a specified value? (pg.39). So it can be 

used to answer the question, what are the chances that 

a particular individual will succeed or fail? In the 

present study, we shall look into the question: what 

are the chances that a student who obtains certain 

results at 0-level will succeed in Commerce? 
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CHAPTER 4 

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

4.1 Introduction 

For the model development, the score attained 

in the final year of study at the University was 

used ~s the criterion variable . 

The predictor variables are the subjects 

that will be offered in the four years of secondary 

level education under the 8-4-4 system. But some of 

the subjects are not currently being offered. So, 

where possible , a surrogat~was used. Also because 

the number of subjects are so many, it was found 

necessary to group the predictor variables into 

categories and develop an index of measurement. Even 

if all the predictor variables could be analysed 

separately without grouping them, the approach of 

categorizing them is more appropriate because the 

prime objective of the study is to come up with a 

group of subjects that could possibly be used in 

formulating a selection criteria . After the 

identification of this group, the individual subjects 

in the group can then be tested as separate predictor 

variables. 

Since there is no a priori basis of grouping the 

subjects, a useful beginning point is the categorization 

adopted in the 8-4-4 syllabus for the subjects to be 
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taught in secondary school level. Presented 

below are the categories as per the syllabus 

8-4-4 SYLLABUS 

Group 1 (Compulsory core subjects) 

English 

Kiswahili 

History/Government 

Geography 

Mathematics 

Biology or Biological Sciences 

Physical Science or Physics and Chemistry 

Group 2 

Christian Religious Education 

Islamic Religious Education 

Social Education and Ethics 

Group 3 

Home Science 

Agriculture 

Woodwork and Metal work 

Building Construction 

Power Mechanics 

Electricity 

Art and Design 

Drawing and Design 



Group 4 

French 

German 

Music 

Accounting 

Commerce 

Economics 
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Typing and Office Practice 

CATEGORIZATION USED IN THE STUDY 

Group 1 (Main language) 

English 

Group 2 (Quantitative) 

Mathematics 

Group 3 (Arts) 

History 

Geography 

Christian Religious Education 

Islamic Religious Education 

Group 4 (Sciences) 

Biology/Biological Sciences 

Physical Sciences/Physics and Chemistry 

Group 5 (Other Sciences) 

Agriculture 

Home Science/Domestic Science 

Health Science 

General Science 
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Group 6 (Other languages) 

French 

German 

Music 

Group 7 (Commerce) 

Principles of Accounts 

Conunerce 

Economics 

All the data used was from the students' 0-level 

results. In 0-level, the results, per subject are 

awarded in terms of numerics and designated as below: 

1-2 Distinction 

3-6 Credit 

7-8 Pass 

9 Fail 

Therefore the lower the score, the better the 

performance. In situations where A-level results 

were used as a surrogate (only for Economics) it was 

necessary to transform the A-level results to 0-level 

'equivalents' so as to get a meaningful score in the 

category in which that particular subject falls. 

For example, A-level Economics has been grouped 

with 0-level Commerce subjects. To get a score for 

the whole category, all the subjects need to be on 

the same point score scale. In A-level, the results 

are given in the form of grades A to E with the 



following points: 

A 

6 

B 

5 

c 

4 

D 

3 
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E 

2 

Subsidiary (0) 

1 

F 

0 

Therefore, to convert the A-level scores into 0-level 

score equivalents, the following scheme was used: 

A-Level 0-Level equivalent 

A 1-2 ( 1. 5) 

B 3 

c 4 

D 5 

E 6 

0 7-8 ( 7. 5) 

F 9 

In getting the index for each category of subjects, 

the total score was calculated for the subjects taken 

and then an average was calculated by dividing the 

total score by the number of subjects taken in that 

category, thus giving a representative index for the 

category. If a student does not take any subject in 

a particular category, a score of 9 was awarded for 

that category. 

The following variable names were used to 

represent each of the categories used: 



variable 

sex 

Age 

Eng 

Art 

Mat 

Sci 

Gen 

Lan 

Corn 

Gee 

GPA 
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name category 

sex 

Age 

English 

Arts subjects 

Mathematics 

Sciences 

Other Sciences 

Other languages 

Conunerce 

0-level aggregate score 

Grade Point Average in 

the final year at 

University 

Since there were two different samples used, the results 

of each were analysed separately. 

4.2 1974/75-1976/77 results 

4.2.1 Correlation analysis 

Before regression analysis could be done a 

correlation analysis was done to check for any 

multicollinearity among the predictor variables. The 

results are given in the correlation matrix as shown 

in table 4.1 below. 



TABLE 4.1 CORRELATION MATRIX 1974/77 

GPA7477 sex 7477 Age7477 Eng7477 Mat7477 Art7477 Sci7477 Gen7477 Lan7477 Com7477 Gce7477 

GPA7477 1. 00000 

Sex7477 .10562 1.00000 

Age7477 -.10086 .359 35* 1 . 00000 

Eng7477 -.07400 .01261 .06271 1.00000 

(X) Mat7477 -.54576* 
<:t' 

. 54576* -.10100 .08223 1.00000 

Art7477 - . 13146 .05652 -.14434 .00 218 . 14658 1.00000 

Sci7477 -.17743 .03944 -.11057 .35109* .14714 .2116* 1.00000 

Gen7477 -.05757 . 10076 . 13281 -.14747 .13661 -.05383 -.17276 1 . 00000 

Lan7477 .07837 - . 11577 - .01141 - .0 2965 .13644 -.04949 - .0 9435 . 00490 1. 00000 

Com7477 -.20400* - .6 3489* -.23037* .0 5632 . 22445* . 27236* .040 32 -.10874 -.04282 1.00000 

Gce7477 - . 32339* .01253 - .003 80 . 39968* .47850* . 51498* . 45425* .18029* .21378* .10564 1. 00000 

*Significant at C"(= 0. 05 
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From the matrix above, it is evident that many of 

the variables are strongly correlated. At = 0.05, 

a correlation of 0.19 for the 100 observations is 

significant. Accordingly, the variable representing 

0-level aggregate score (GCE) is found to be highly 

correlated with virtually all the other predictor 

variables particularly, English, Mathematics, Arts 

subjects, Sciences, Other languages and General 

Sciences. But it should also be noted that 0-level 

aggregate is significantly correlated with GPA. 

However, this strong correlation with the other 

predictor variables is to be expected because afterall 

the variable is an aggregate of the best six scores 

in 0-level. Because this multicollinearity effect 

makes it difficult to interpret the regression 

coefficients it is necessary to remove 0-level 

aggregate from the model. 

In evaluating the correlation between the 

predictor variables and the criterion variable, only 

four have a significant correlation with GPA . These 

are, Mathematics (-0.55), GCE (-0.32), Commerce (-0.20) 

and Science(-0.18). 

Age and sex are highly correlated at 0.40 

though this has no meaningful interpretation except 

maybe that the majority of the students who are 

admitted at more advanced ages are likely to be males. 

Sex is further highly correlated with Commerce (-0.63). 
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These two variables affecting sex tend to justify the 

removal of sex from the prediction model. Age is 

also significantly correlated with Commerce (0.23) 

though this is not too serious. Some of the 

correlations, though significant are meaningless, 

for example English and Science. However, the 

correlation between Mathematics and Commerce (0.22) 

can be explained in that both variables are 

quantitative. 

4.2.2 Regression Analysis 

Because of the strong correlation between 0-level 

aggregate and virtually all the other variables, an 

ordinary least squares regression was run using the 

GPA as the criterion variable and the other nine 

(excluding 0-level aggregate) as the predictor 

variables. Table 4.2 next page shows the results. 

The results show a low coefficient of determination 

which is 0.35 (adjusted= 0.29). Further, the effects 

of multicollinearity are quite evident. In the 

correlation matrix (see table 4.1) English is negatively 

correlated with GPA whereas the regression coefficient 

for this variable implies a positive relationship, 

thus giving confusing signals making it difficult to 

interpret the meaning of this coefficient. This is 

the same case for the General Sciences. Otherwise, all 

the other variables have the same relationship as that 
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implied from the correlation matrix. 

Table 4.2 shows that at 95% confidence level 

only one predictor variable, Mathematics, and the 

constant term are significant, using the t-statistic 

values. However, this does not imply that all the 

other variables are insignificant. Due to the problem 

of multicollinearity, a further regression analysis 

was done after removing the following variables: 

variable 

sex 

English 

Other languages 

General sciences 

0-level aggregate 

Arts 

Reason for removal 

multicollinearity with age and 

Commerce and relatively large 

standard error 

insignificant correlation with 

GPA 

insignificant correlation with 

GPA 

insignificant correlation with 

GPA 

multicollinearity 

Multicollinearity with Commerce and 

Science. 

After the removal of the above variables the results 

of the regression are shown in table 4.3. 

From table 4.3 the coefficient of determination 
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has only dropped from 0.35 (0.29 adjusted) to 0.33 

(0.30 adjusted) which is an insignificant (negligible) 

decline. Moreover, of those variables in the model all 

of them are significant at -x. = 0. 20 level 

So on the basis of the above analysis for this 

sample, the most significant predictor variables are, 

Mathematics, age, Science and Commerce subjects in 

that order. 

However, the above process of removing certain 

variables and retaining others on the basis or 

correlation has some weakness. Therefore stepwise 

regression analysis was performed using the forward 

inclusion method. (See Appendix C for details of the 

stepwise regression procedure). 

Using stepwise regression analysis the critical 

F-value at o<= 0.05 level, is 3 .94 (1 and 98 df) . 

After specifying this value, the results are as shown 

in table 4.4(A) next page. 

As from the earlier analyses, it is also clear 

that only Mathematics has an F-value higher than the 

specified critical value. In fact it is significant 

at c· = 0.01. Thus at = 0.05 level, it is the only 

significant predictor and it explains 0.30 (0.29 adjusted) 

of the variables. 
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However, to find out which of the other 

variables could be important predictors, the 

critical F-value was reduced to 2.76 (~= 0.10 

and one more variable was included in the model; 

2 
Other languages and the r increased to 0.32 

(0.31 adj.}. However this additional variable 

tends to have a ''brushing effect" because the 

number of students who took this category 

subjects was very small compared to the total 

sample. To remove this illusionary effect , a 

stepwise regression was performed at F = 2.76 

without this variable and only Mathematics was 

included in the model. (See Table 4 .4( B) ) . . 

A further stepwise regression analysis was 

performed at an F-value of 0.459 (significant at 

~= 0.50), to find out which other variables could 

be important though not very significant. 

Table 4.4(C) shows the results of the regression 

and it can be seen that omission of Other languages, 

in addition to Mathematics three other variables 

are included in the model that is 
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Age, Sciences, and Commerce. It should be noted that 

these are the same variables identified using 

correlation analysis. 

4.2.3 Conclusion 

Based on the results above: 

there is evidence of strong correlations between 

the various subjects taken at 0-level , 

demographic variable age, appears to be strongly 

related to performance 

Mathematics is the best single predictor of 

performance. 

4.3 1977/78-1979/80 Results 

4.3 . 1 Correlation analysis 

Using the same variables as previously defined, 

correlation analysis was done for the 1977/80 sample. 

The correlation matrix shown in table 4.5 next page 

presents the results. 

As in the previous sample, a number of predictor 

variables are highly correlated with student 

performance. These are: Mathematics (-0.54), 

Commerse (-0.27), 0-level aggregate (-0.33), age (-0.26) 

and Science (-0.215). 

It should be noted that the correlation between 



TABLE 4.5 CORRELATION MATRIX 1977/80 

GPA7780 Sex7780 Age7780 Eng7780 Mat7780 Art7780 Sci7780 Gen7780 Lan7780 Com7780 Gce7780 

GPA7780 1. 00000 

Sex7780 .13026 1.00000 

Age7780 -.25643* .26214* 1.00000 

0 
Eng7780 -.06792 .16350 -.13678 1.00000 

\0 

Mat7780 -.54360* .00175 .18013 -.01609 1.00000 

Art7780 -.14332 -.03652 -.07823 -.26531* .14703 1.00000 

Gen7780 -.04500 -.07059 .08411 .08411 .10249 .04695 -.12061 1.00000 

Lan7780 -.10921 .04662 .09062 .02670 -.09814 .03568 .03216 -.17799 1.00000 

Com7780 -.26632* -.33395* -.01061 -.04914 .26500* -.07334 -.02259 .00490 -.02557 1. 00000 

Gce7780 -.33445* .08468 .01102 .53940* .41147* .64226* .42557* .19465* .08090 -.01174 1.00000 

*significant at 0.05 
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the subjects at 0-level and GPA are negative. This 

indicates that the lower (the better) the score at 

0-level, the higher the performance at university 

level. 

From the correlation matrix, there is evidence 

of multicollinearity. Sex is significantly correlated with 

age. Sex is also significantly correlated with 0-level 

Commerce (-0.33) which indicates that males tend to 

perform better in the subject. Arts and English are 

highly positively correlated. Science and Mathematics 

are also significantly correlated (0.26) and this can 

be expected since the Sciences are related to 

Mathematics in nature. Mathematics is highly correlated 

with Commerce (0.26) because the two are generally 

related to some extent. Science and Arts are 

siginificantly correlated (0.32). 0-level aggregate 

score is significantly correlated with quite a number 

of other variables; namely English (0.54), Mathematics 

(0.41}, Arts (0.64}, Sciences (0.426) and General 

Sciences (0.19). However the 0-level aggregate score 

has a very high correlation with GPA (-0.33) which 

therefore implies that despite the collinearity with 

other predictor variables, it is an important predictor 

variable. Infact after Mathematics, it is the next 

most significant predictor variable. So whereas it 

might have to be removed from the model for the sake 

of removing the multicollinearity effect, it should 

be considered as an important variable for gauging 
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the general knowledge of a s t udent. 

From the above, it is clear that the correlations 

between the variables are almost a replica of the 

1974/77 correlations. This reflects on the 

uniformity of samples though taken from different 

years. 

4.3.2 Regression Analysis 

All the predictor variables with the exception 

of 0-level aggregate were used to run a regression 

analysis. The results of the regression analysis 

are shown in table 4.6(A)(p63). Mathematics, Sex and 

Age are significant. The coefficient of determination 

(r2 ) is low at 0.41 (0.35- adju&:ed). 

As earlier pointed out, there is evidence of 

multicollinearity and therefore it was necessary to 

remove certain variables so as to get a meaningful 

interpretation of the beta coefficients. The 

following variables were removed: 

variable name 

0-level aggregate 

Arts 

General Sciences 

Other languages 

reasons 

multicollinearity with six 

other predictor variables. 

multicollinearity with 

English and Science 

insignificant correlation 

with the criterion variable 

insignificant correlation with 

the criterion variable. 
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Therefore a regression analysis was done using the 

six remaining predictor variables. See table 4.6(B) 

on the next page. 

2 
From the results, the r has been reduced from 

0.41 to 0.38 (0.34, adj.), which is not a significant 

drop. However, the standard errors for each variable 

vis-a-vis the Beta coefficients reveals that science 

has a standard error that is larger than even the 

coefficient itself thus resulting in a very low 

t-value which makes the variable insignificant. 

Therefore to further improve the model, Science 

was omitted from the predictor variables and a second 

regression equation was run. The results of this 

regression are shown in table 4. 6(C). The r 2 remains 

at 0.38 (0.35 adj.) and so nothing significant was lost 

by dropping Science. 

Also, after removing science, the coefficient and 

standard error of Commerce have changed so much as to 

make it insignificant. It was therefore removed from 

the regression model. The results after removing this 

variable are presented in table 4.6(0) • The results 

show that the coefficient of multiple determination 

dropped slightly 0.37 (0.35 adj.) from 0.38 (0.35 adj.). 

Further, the standard error of the estimate changed by 

a very small margin. 

Stepwise regression analysis was also used to 

identify the variables that are statistically significant 
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TABLE 4.6(B) multiple regression results, 1977/80 
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TABLE 4.6(C) MULTIPLE REGRESSION RESULTS 1917/80 
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at the critical value ofF= 3 . 94 (. = 0.05). From the 

initial list of nine predictor variables, only Mathematics 

was significant (at = 0.05) level)- see table 4. (A) . 

This variable alone has an r 2 0 . 30 (0 . 29 adj .) which 

is 72.5 % of the r 2 for all the variables. 

Two further s cpwise r gressions analysis were 

performed at F-levels 2.76 ( = 0.10) and 0 . 459 

( ' = 0.50) respectively. At F = 2 . 76, three more 

predictor variables were included in the model. 

These are Sex, Age and English (see table 4.7(8)). 

The multiple coefficient of determination is 0.37 

(0.35 adjusted). 

At F = 0.459 Science and Commerce were included 

in the model thus making a total of six predictor 

variable (see table 4.7(C)). Both of these variables 

only increased the r 2 to 0.380 (0 . 340 adjusted) from 

0.37 (0.35 adjusted) and did not change the standard 

error of the estimate much. So these two variables 

can be safely discarded. 

4 . 3 . 3 Conclusion 

From the foregoing correlation and regression 

analysis, the following conclusions can be made: 

inter-relationships exist between many of the 

predictor variables; 

Mathematics is the best predictor of performance 

at university leve~ 

other important predictors are age , sex , English , 

Commerce and Sciences. 
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TABLE 4 .7 (C ) : STEPWISE RGRESSION1977/80 
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4.4 The General (Optimal) model 

4.4.1 Introduction 

From the analysis of the two samples the 

variables that appear to be significant predictors 

of performance are (in order of significance}: 

1974/77 1977/80 

Mathematics Mathematics 

Age Age 

Science Sex 

Commerce English 

Commerce 

The regression equations for the two samples are; 

1974/77: 

GPA = 74.98 - 0.45 AGE- 1.75 MAT- 0.26 SCI - 0.26 COM 

1977/80: 

GPA = 85.45 + 1.95 SEX - 0.94 AGE - 0.39 ENG - 1.45 MAT 

- 0.165 SCI - 0.17 COM. 

The two equations are different and thus makes 

it difficult to decide which is the more accurate 

equation. On the basis of r 2 alone the two equations 

are not quite different as in 1974/77 the r 2 is 0.33 

whereas in the 1977/80 case it is 0.38. To come up 

with a predictive equation it is therefore necessary 

to '1compromise" between the two sample equations so 

as to have properties of both. To achieve this 
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objective, the two samples were combined to form one 

sample of 200 observations in order to derive a 

'general' equation. Only the variables identified as 

significant in either of the two samples were 

included in the correlation and regression analyses. 

4.4.2 Correlation analysis 

The results of the correlation analysis are 

presented in table 4.8 below. 

TABLE 4.8 

CORRELATION MATRIX , FOR OP'I'Il\IAL MODEL 

GPA Age Sex Eng Mat 

GPA 1.00000 

Age -.16588* 1. 00000 

Sex .08216 .30371* 1.00000 

Eng -.07266 -.02971 .09666 1.00000 

Mat -.54175 .09494 -.03531 .03215 1. 00000 

Com 

Com -.25560* -.11153 -.43356* -.00128 .25909* 1.)0000 

Sci -.18806* -.06437 -.00071 .26222* .20291* .00247 

*significant at 0.05 

The correlation matrix shows that some of the 

variables are inter-related. The following variables 

are inter-related, Sex and Commerce (0.43), English 

and Science (0.26), Commerce and Mathematics (0.26) 

and Science and Mathematics (0.20). It is difficult 

to explain why English and Science are correlated. 

Because of the strong correlation between Sex and 

commerce, and its low correlation with GPA (0.08), 
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Sex are removed from the regression analysis. Note 

that the correlation between Commerce and GPA is 

(-0 . 26) . English was also removed due to its low 

correlation with GPA (-0.07). 

4.4 . 3 Regression analysis 

Before the omission of Sex and English from the 

model, all the six variables were included in the 

regression analysis and the results are shown in table 

4.9(A) next page: The t-values show that the two 

variables, Sex and English indeed appear insignificant 

except at = 0.30 and = 0.46 respectively. Because 

of this low significance, the two variables were 

therefore omitted from further analysis and a new 

regression analysis was run. The results are shown 

in table 4. 9 (B). From the results, the coefficient 

of multiple determination is the same as shown in 

table 4.9(A). So by dropping the two variables, 

there is nothing lost. All the variables in the 

model are significant at <X= 0.10 level. 

Further, a stepwise regression analysis done 

was at the following levels; ~ = 0.05, = 0.10 and 

~= 0.25. At the Q(= 0.05 level, (F = 6.76), only 

Mathematics was entered into the model. This is 

consistent with the results of earlier findings on 

the two different samples. The results of this 

analysis at = 0. OS are shown in tabl 4.10 (A), The 

inclusion of Mathematics emphasizes that this variable 
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is indeed a significant predictor variable. At a 

level of~= 0.10, (F = 3.89) two more variables, 

Age and Commerce were included in the regression 

model. These additional variables increased the 

value of r 2 from 0.29 (0.29, adjusted) to 0.33 

(0 .32 adjusted), see table 4.10 (B) below. Lastly, 

at a level of o / = 0.25 (F = 2.73), Science was 

included into the model increasing the value of r 2 

from 0.33 (0.32 adjusted) to 0.34 (0.32 adjusted) 

see table 4 .11 (C) . 

4.4.4 Conclusion 

From the foregoing, the four most significant 

predictor variables are, Mathematics, Commerce, 

Science and Age. The predictive equation 

that therefore can "best" explain performance in 

the Bachelor of Commerce programme is: 

GPA = 77.49 - 1.6 MAT- 0.55 AGE- 0.245 SCI - 0.31 COM 

From the coefficients of the academic scores it would 

appear as if the appropriate weighting method should 

be 

Mat 1.6 

Sci 0.245 

Com 0.31 

Rounding these figures gives a weighting of 1 .5:0.3:0.3 

which is the same as: 

Mat 5 

Sci 1 

Com 1 
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4.5 Model Validation 

4.5.1 Introduction 

Before the model could be used for validation 

purposes tests for any serious violations of the 

regression assumption was done. The problem of 

multicollinearity has already been dealt with. 

The test for heteroscedasticity (presence of 

serial correlation among the residuals) was also 

done. To perform this test the Durbin-Watson 

statistic is used. The calculated Durbin-Watson 
.., 

statistic of 1.857 (see table 4-lO(C)is greater than 

the critical Durbin-Watson statistic ( 1 .1810) and so 

we fail to reject the null hypothesis and therefore 

conclude that the error terms are independent where: 

H : the error terms are independent 
0 

H : the error terms are dependent. 
a 

The t-test for the significance of the 

correlation coefficient r was also done. The t-value 

was calculated as shown below: 

t = r - 0 

Statement of hypotheses 

H : r = 0 
0 

H : r ~ o a 
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Calculations 

t = 0.5672 - 0 

1 - 0.3217 

200 - 2 

= 0.5672 
0.0614 

= 9.2378 

The critical value of tat ~= 0.05 is 1 . 645. Since 

the calculated value is greater than the critical 

value, we reject the null hypothesis and conclude 

that there is multiple correlation. The analysis of 

variance results were also used to test statement of 

the hypothesis 

The calculated F-ratio is 24.5931 (see table 4.10(C). 

From the ANOVA table in table 4.10CC) the probability that 

the critical F-value is greater than the calculated 

F-value is zero so we reject the null hypothesis and 

conclude there is linear regression. 

The model therefore does not violate the 

regression assumptions, and so it can be applied to 

the validation sample to test its accuracy. 
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4 . 5.2 Validation of the Model 

A sample of size 100, from the 1981/82 to 1983/84 

academic years was used for the validation of the model. 

The scores of the predictor variables were entered in o 

a computer program (see appendix D) for the purpose 

of predicting the GPA. The results are shown on 

Appendix E. 

To test the aptness of the model, a 95% confidence 

interval was constructed about each of the actual 

GPA scores and it turned out that 88 out of the 

total 100 predictions were within the 95% confidence 

interval, which is a good prediction . 

Therefore in applying this model, on the average 

a very small percentage of the predictions will be 

expected to be significantly different from the 

actual GPA scores. Of course we have to make exceptions 

for the outliers. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5 . 1 Conclusions 

From the results of the study, several 

conclusions can be drawn. One of this is that 

there are several factors that bear a significant 

correlation with the students' performance at 

University level. However, not all of these factors 

relate to academic achievements before entry into 

the University. For example age has been found to 

have a strong negative correlation with performance, 

with the younger students performing relatively much 

better than the older students. Sex also has a 

significant correlation with performance with males 

performing relatively better than the females. 

Among the pre-entry academic scores, the 

following scores did not seem to have any significant 

association with performance: English, Other languages, 

General Sciences, Liberal arts (History, Geography and 

Religious Education) . The rest of the academic score 

variables however had significant association with 

performance in the Bachelor of Commerce programme 

(Science, Mathematics, Commerce and 0-level aggregate 

score). 

The results of this study strongly indicate that 

the most important factor for predicting the performance 
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of Bachelor of Commerce students is 0-level 

Mathematics score. This therefore implies that tle 

selection criteria should emphasize on ''0"-level 

Mathematics . However, the results also indicate 

that other factors had strong correlation with the 

student's performance. These factors are Age, 

0-level Commerce (Economics, Commerce and Accounts), 

0-level Science and 0-level aggregate score. 

Despite the relatively good prediction power of 

the model, the explanatory power (r2 ) is however 

quite low. This is possibly due to the omission of 

important variables such as performance at A-level. 

performance in the first two years at University, 

degree options taken and hours of self-study, 

variables which might considerably increase the 

predictive ability of the model but which were 

irrelevant in the current study because the focus 

was on pre-entry performance predictors . 

5 . 2 Recommendations of the Study 

Several recommendations follow from the foregoing 

conclusions. Although the current admission criteria 

takes into consideration the most important factor, 

the process could be f urther improved by including 

more requirements in o the admission criteria. 

Though age has a significant correlation with 

performance, its inclusion in the selection process 

would be discriminatory. The other variables should 
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however be included in the selection criteria. 

The '0'-level aggregate score can be 

incorporated to determine the cut-off points so 

that only those who attain the cut-off points or 

above can get admitted. 

Lastly, the '0'-level Commerce score can also 

be incorporated into the admission criteria by 

setting the minimum grade to be attained in these 

subjects . However, students will need to be 

counselled against assuming that since they did 

Commerce at secondary school they can relax. This 

has been found to be detrimental to the students' 

performance (see the Baldwin and Howe study, 1982). 

In incorporating the above variables for selection 

purposes the following weightings are suggested: 

Mathematics (xS) Commerce (xl) Science (xl) and 

the rest (xO). 

5.3 Limitations of the Study 

The generalization of the results in this 

study should be done after careful consideration of 

the limitations below. 

Although this study utilized robust statistical 

methods and also included as many variables as 

possible, the results only indicate associations 

between the variables and not causal relationships. 

The fact that several of the variables were 
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found to be statistically insignificant might have 

several interpretations. There might, in fact, be 

no association. or there might be an association but 

the statistical tools and tests used in the study 

lacked sufficient power to detect the association 

or the nature of the data made the identification of 

the actual relationships impossible. 

Further, in a study such as this one, it is not 

always possible to come up with all the possible 

variables that might explain academic performance. 

Certain data cannot be quantified, for example, the 

motivation to study. Also certain important data 

though quantifiable are difficult to collect such 

as hours spent by the students on self-study. 

Lastly, the data analysed was for the students 

who had gone through the 7-6-3 system but since the 

system is changing, certain aspects might change 

and might thus affect the prediction model developed, 

for example, the grading system. 

Therefore in attempting to generalize the 

findings, one should take into consideration the 

above limitations. 

5.4 Suggestions for further research 

In this study, regression and correlation 

analyses were used. Other tools such as factor 

and discriminant analysis could also be used in 

such a study. 
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Since the population of study was from students 

who had been through the 7-6-3 education system, the 

same study could be carried out with the 8-4-4 

education programme when it becomes operational. 

Future research could also be done to examine 

the relationship between aptitude tests and 

performance in the Faculty since this variable is 

considered important in many universities world-wide 

especially in the Commerce Faculties. 

And lastly, such factors as performance in the 

first two years at University and options taken could 

be incorporated with pre-entry performance predictors 

in a further study. 

, 
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uuncuJauu11 ,,r th.: Bo.t•u ,,, 1 .1tu•u.:t:. "' th ... • lJ•u cl'oll ~o.:n •• tc, 11 
o~JIIutlciJ to Supplclllellt:uy 1: ·lllllu.•tiuu~ "''''""a pc1iud u l luur 11111111h ~ 
<&Iter th..: <."uJ ul the ;Jl',JllcuHI.' )<.',u A <.'.llnhJ.&tl· \\h • I'·'''., h.-. rn11111 II 
Suppk· nteutal) [),;lllllllallltll' ..., Je ·m ... d h• h.1 l' l'•"'cd th<." ntvc1 tl 

1: ollltin.uiou~ lot lh. y ... ·:·•· 

1. f\ loiiiUIU.II<.' ~~~~~ \.JII,Iil'\ th.: Uu,u.l ul I \,11111111.'1 1111 l'tlllc•r lu IH\!l'l 'II)' 

l : ),,ulllll.IIIIJII..,IJflll:. Suppktucut,ll y l .1111111,1IIUII'\ lllol),lllltho.: IL' t:UIIIIII\.'thl • 

atiuuul tl1..: 11<~.111.1 ul I '. Aillllllll.'l~• 111 th.: llcuwt-.llY. l'll ,lll', hy ,1\llllllh.:tlto 

th • lolluwlll~ yca1 .uu.J, 111 thc ~-,...,~ •>I • ,lluhJ •• t~·-. 111 the IIIIJI )Coli , l11. 

cL.llhJJ..:rcJ o.~:. a <.::lllutlliltc lui the ,, .ud ''' 1hc Jq•H'c. 

H. 1\ c•IIIUtllah:, tli.IIIY ye:u ultlll' 1'111gr:uuu1c . who l.ul:. 10 -.:llt,ly the lhn.n.J 

ur E~illllllh.'rl> Ill the 1.' IUIV.Ikllllll lllliiC th.tll I II IUIII'IIUI c-. .II tho.: Um •.•. 
~ity I.:.,;;,IIUII~IIUII) lll.ty, uuthc ll'l 'llllltll•·ml.llhlllul tli · Uu.ud 111 LX.sllllllt.l' 

to th..: 111 ..:r-.ity SciiOt ll!, ll\11111.1lly be li.!tptueJ 

(a) Un nut 1111111: th.tlluue u.:t..t:>JUII, '" h:pc.tl II c y ' M lllll.!lll.tlly .111J tc 11 

I he Uui cr~lly ; allllll·lllu1111 .11 the1r llc\1 ~ ·h ·JukJ r..:,llllll~ pill\ ukJ 
lh.al lht.! I."JI liuall.' Ita) IIIII JHI.'VIIIU ' Iy 1\.'J)I.!.Ill.:d thl.! yeur lllll.'rll:tlly . 

{b) u be J•~wotmuct..llruul the 111 ct,tly. 

9. A ·anJiJ<IIc wh11 fail) Ill ),ttb.ly lit..: ll•1..rJ ul l· \.lltiiiiO.:I:. .tt the Uu1 ll "'> 
Suppl..:tlii.'III.IIY C)oJIIliU;Jtiull ... lll.ty, VII tit· II.'I.UIIIIIIO.:IIU.tllttll ul lhc u.l.lfJ 
ul l : xalllllh:r:. tu the 111~<.:1'111)' !>..:11.11<.', 11111111ally he ICtfUIII.!tJ: 

(i.l) On 11 11111\lfl.' lh.tll uuc ••~·.:.t'llull, tu ll.!jll'oll lh..: )1.'.11 lllll.'tllally .md 1\.''11 

th..: 111 ..:1\tl) I ,,ulllll.tllllll .• 1 I IlLII ta.'\1 , IlL dulcJ H'\111111~ JlhiVId._d· 

th.1l th · loiiiUill,llc h.l> IIIII Jll<: totll\l) lt.Jl ". llt.' d th..: )~ .11 llllt.' lll.tlly 

lh) 'J I lc .lt~ot.:IIIIIIIIIU:J llt~lll lhL' lJ111 d II)' . 

Ill. ,, hu •• l yo.:.tr ~·:utdt.l.llt: h•1 h.1 .. l.ul·•l 111 lhtl llh•t• th.111 •1111.' lull <:t1Ut ' 111 

th · lJul\.:r 1ty I . Olllllll•llltilh 111 Ill 11111 llhll1. ll1.o11 11110..: dlt.ll~l.' l.lllll '\l Ill 

Suppkt11·11t;u) I .. IIIIIIOIIhtll) . ,111.! "'"' "'cc .lll I''- I H•llll.lllt.t.: 111th~.· .. 1h.:• 

, ••• ,c .... ,, :'ill~:. Il l ·""'"' 111.1). "" th. ll'\tliiiiH\IIll.tll .. ll "' tit.: u ... uJ ,,, 

I \,uuith:r "' llll' lJIII\l'I\IIY Sl'll.•l~ . h.: .1 '·"""'' ,, I'·"" l),·g•.:..: 

II . 1\ •·,, ndhl.tlt: '''"' p.1 "-.111 lim ·t II) l •• 1111111,111111" Jlll', roh ·J 1"1 tltl' ~·uJ 

Sonrr~: University of Nairobi Calendar 1986/87 pp . 379 . 
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APPENDIX B (Contd.) 

I tlu: thir<.l )l!.or ul ~IUU) aml whu, Ill •IIIIer 11!\j)eCt tfU<~hhc-. fur the ,1\\MJ 

ut the dcgr..:c. h.1U he pl.r~·cJ 111 um: ul th~o: thr ·e d"" • ., hi l • uc ·ril cd 

o.~:. I I hi, So.: ·,.mJ l Upper Ur i~1u11 ur l.u\\ c1 l>ivi iuu) ;lllJ P·"' llunuur 

h<~ll h · .t ~.ui.I..:J hJ J c.md1tl.uc ''"'' c 11<~1111:" pliit:~o:d 111 the lu t l,t:.:. ur 
"UOJ Cia ~ l Jll ·r l)l l.u\\ct l>r\1-.iun) 

I I. ';rnJtUiih!:. \\llll \\lllc Suppl·rnellt.rr L>.;lllllll.lthJII:> 111 the tlurJ )Car h.tll 
n l llc cli~ihh.: h•r the "' .u u ul llu11uur:. 

t_, t\ ~.tnuiJah.: hu qu.•hllc' lur the .m.ml••l the •lct! IC~.: unl) ''""' rq .rtmt: 
the clllirc U111 el\lty l .>..orurnatiiHh h•r .:111 e1 lhc )C ··•ml ur th11•l )o.:;u ••I 
tudy :.h.tlluut he l'11~1hk lur the .1 •••J uti h111UUI' 1111~;1111\ 111 l(c~ulall,ll" 

IJ. Tht: ll .• ct..:l If •I c-.llllllleiO.:C .lc~t \.C ., d.l, Ill ·,1 Ull '""' h."'"'f lh . fl-. 10:0:111.1 '" 
gr.td..:~ uhl.ttll .. tl h) 1111: \.llltllditl~·, Ill all •:oiUI 0:' t;tl. 'II llllllllllll 'II'.: II .111J 

(UIIIIIICICC llf ll(th..: J""l:LIIIIIII• f111h~ .lliCIIIIIII.IIIIIIIIIIIht: Jcgrc~· d;"' 
I ,,,lluu, th p .. , .. ~ni.IJ,:C t•.r.IJ ., .. t.r., ••··J 111thc . c •IIIU · .. ;u .:our "(ltml· 

lll<' lt:t: II) ~·•II (t,· gl\ul ,, \H't~hl ul ll 5 ,m,llh• p ht.:lll.I!'C gto~l.le uhl.lllt ' •l 

in lht: tlru.J .,.,II • •IIIW' (l liiiiiiiO:I\0: Ill) Will"" j.\1\\:11 ol W\:l~ht \If 1.11 

J.J 'Jh,·t ll.tdldll ••I Ulllllllll'C ,J.~Il.O\ \. lllllt.IIC I Ill''""'''' a' , ·11h1.' l Ill 

"A~t:UUIIIIII~ lJpli.olt " , " lhl,lll<'' , 111111111\lfolllllll Opltull " \II " lll,lllolmC 

Optiun'' 1.! •t...:IIJIII!: up• Ill lht: c.uldlll.ltt:', \IIILiy P"'l:llllllllle. 
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APPENDIX C: STEPWISE REGRESSION PROCEDURE 

tep"'ise :\-lultiple line:1r R •gr . ·ion 

\'ben the Jndep<ndenl \lrl bles thlt ·hould be: In ludeJ In the resressiOn mod •I 
J.Ie not ·aown, step\ •s.: nuhtplc.: ltn ·ar regre s1on b the mo~t c ftctent \\ • to 
deternune the v:mab\es and regre · "11.)0 codiicJcnts. BecJu -e of the: number oi 
comput.uions. a comput r mu t be usc.:J to perform the ln:!lysl:i. We cO\er only 
Lb.: lo..;1 of the method here. By Jc:finmon, 

Stt;~"u~ :nuluplc: ltnelr rc::;t•"> aon as .1 t<.: ... bru<4u • tltll pl.1.:c:• o>niy Lhc a: "~pendent 'J.n!bles 
IQ!.) l!lc: ~O:!IIQ,hJR .:q I .Jn tlu~ rc:m \.: .l ''e-:tlh<..I!U rx r::.Jn ,J( th: • .l.•Utl•JD an Y. lhc: 
.!~~:::J.::::t • . . m.1bk The ~ntc:nun ~.:J " the .1m um vi ·• tr •0 "' m f 41l.1t<" ) rc: Q\C:d 

b) :.1 h Y.tn.lblc:, .u mc.!;lurcJ t>~ rhc F tc:~t. m •:?.:11 cnt .. i "•" .:.~r ... !<r :. •ru.::t • c \ no~b•c 
c:c:~rs ;.:!!~:.on. 

Initially t:he .:and.Jd:ltc: v~nable mu t h.l\'1! the m..t:<imum orrd.tuon bc:t ·ec:n 
ltsdf ar.d Y t be ek ted. l'rrd· ti n a qu:tntn · uve measure of th ... rtl&llon 
bet \c~n \:in.>l.,l -·! ~illu rl.l In L 2 .2. The. tt'j'~ helO\. tra k th rrog.rc~~ of 3 

comr:.neru.!!d . te;:n l~t' f'T• !!T.im For onHme. \.C \'.>n<:.bk Tt called }' (re
spon. ) . . \ ! ~hr.t tnt rm~ \:Jn:.bic) . . X: ~ ~ r.d n<l') ). : .. . Th v::Jut:! of the 
regre sion coeffJ •em · a. b1• • • • change wuh e:.ch new modt>l 

I. Enter tnt oluuon the X \'3rt;tbk h:Jving th hu!he.t omlauon with ) '. 
he au e it will xplam the most , . nabllll) m r. The model•~ DO\\ 

Y =: (J T biXI 

2. Selec1 a X: th .\ :mablt: havmg 1he h1ghe 1 ~. orrelauon w1th }' after the 
effect of X1 IS 11 ~unted for b) the regre~~•on model. L' e the F test to 
determme if more variability could ha e been explained if X1 had entered 
pr~or to X 1• 1~ it had. X 1 1 removed and the model is 

Y =a b2X2 

If more 1 Rmo,ed '~llh 1he order X, th n X1. l c: mod l1 

}• = a T b1). I + b:.\: 

~ . Sele t as X~ the X an:.ble h;s \ 'In!; the I. rge _ 1 c-.; ·rei all n w1th Y after X 1 and 
X 0 r.l d for. A~J.I u. th~· r tc:. t to. C< if ~orne other Oil) order of 
X, a .d Y: remove m u.• , . n,b,ht. n.e order che cd :!:~ .\" 1 afl r X1 and 
X~ . • nd ·z aflcr X 1 anJ \ ~ Rem e.\ 1 an.:! or \':from th modd J, the te t 

does no1 jusuf) th IT pie. ence. 
4 Con m ue tht ro lm n 11 ell her no more .\' ';ma le. remo' e a . 1grufican1 

amou=: t of 'ariMb lu: r n ~ ne\\ . ,. n bk rC'mam w b con ide red 

See the Draper nd Smllh te>.l for omrk te de·~J) and computer C>..:irnple of 
~IC'l' I. C Tt'fTCS I n 

Source: Blank, L .: btatistica.l .a:>.cocedures for Engi..eer~n<j 
Managemei1t and Science !cGra\'1 Hill Book romr>nn' 
19 8 0 • !'>0 • J f' :>-50 3 . 
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APPENDIX D: COMPUTER PROG~~E TO VALIDATE THE MODEL 

PR•thR/\M Tf' Vl\l TD/\ I' · ERF• MAtJCE PRDICTit IN II) L 
- -==-=====-~=============: 

F pt e>dtc iuns within % llnfid •n e intw t1 
-------------------- -- ----PRtJECT--------------------------" 

-------- ---------- - -----------------------------
" o.";" "18 ER D", "L ~JER LH1. ","PREDICTED", "UPPER L.I ", "R • rnttfll" 

G• TO ·:.• 

lOll 
. s .c. 

29 IF P< =U THEN -1 
~0 GOTO 290 

L T W=W . 1 

----------------------------------II 

s ote 

l=lowr
p=uppe 

- ( . 2 ... 1 09 > ) ( • 

on fid n 
confiden 

l1mit 
limit 

DATA 2 >, 2, 1 , 1 • 5, 65. 2, .:.0, 1 , .• 1, .:>. 5, 7 . 6, 1 q, 6, 7, 2, t•O. 8, ... 1 , 2, r;, , 5' . 1 
0 DATA 1 ,3,4,'),'"'1. ,2ll,~, ... , , l.l,55,20 , -,.:> , 56.2,22,6,5,1. ,5..>.3,2U,l,U,1.5,o5. 

50 DATA 2- , 3, 3, 3, 62. , 20, :;:•, ~ , , 65. 5, 22, 5, 5. 5, >, ~ 'iJ • ... '1, 2~, 1 , S, .,. , 7 . 1 
60 DATA 11,1,5,U,5l1.5,2.,,t~.,o,3,5G.C',21,6,5,0,60,1; ,4, .,. ,0, 5 .l, 1'1, >,4.5,U,"i'5.4 
0 DATA 22 ,~,6,...,,5 . ,21,3,c:, ·,61.6,19,.J , 5,3,C:.4.E:,l ,4, ,J,t:o .4,l'1,1, .•. 7,5,o5.• 

SO DA T 22, 5 , 6 , (), SO. 1, 2 , , , '5. 5 , 0 , 54. 7 
90 DATA 2 , ,6,0,61.5,21,3,0,3 , o2.7,20,3,6,3,61.·,21,4,5,0,rl.l,21,6,2,2,59.7 
100 DATA .5, '• .4,2-:t,S, >,0, -...U,20,5,5,\.5,57.L,L'1,.5,5,.>,7l.l 

0 D T A , 5 l. , 2 J - ·'l , 0, o2. 9, 20, 6, 5. 5, 0, 5 . 7, 21 , C), 7, 4 , 5 .'. : 
120 DATA 20 , , 4 , , "' . 5, 1 ·~ , , 5. 5 , 4 , 56 .. -., 25 , o, 5, 1 _ 5, 59. 4 , 22 , 2 . 2 
.30 AT A 20, 1, 5. 5,...,, 5-:, .1, 2 , , .:>, 4, 5, 5tS. 7, 20, 3, 0, 3, 6 . 6, 20,::, r;;, 2. 5, '· . 7 
140 DATA 0 , ,4.5,1],60.5,21 3, ,3,64.5 21. ,6 .S, ,6"1.5,20,1,2 O,"'t .7 

SO ATA 23, ,c:1.7 
60 DATA ?2 , 

170 ATA 1, 
ISO OAT 
190 ATA 
200 ATA 
210 DATA 1 , 
22 nAT A ~:>0, , 5~ .• 7 20, 2, 4. S , 2 , 5 • \ , 2 >, • , '1, 4, 5?. t-. 
230 DATA ZI.J t 'b . - ' r:: • 7 .. '21 ' 1 ., 3 .. 5 t 0 ' 52' 2ll ' 1 '.J ' ' 60 .. 1 • 2l1 ~ b • l . 7 J 0, 4. . l 

240 OAT A . 5, :>, ~ 1. 1 , 22, 5, 5, 4 , 54 . 5, 21 , 2, 2, ... , , 58. 5, 21 , ", 2. ) , 1 . 5, 77. 
250 D TA 22 ,4, 3 .3, i,62.' ,21, , , 3,60.9,22,1,5,2.7,S5.8,2:",'l,fo,ll,'l-.f!. 
260 DATA 21 , 3 , 5, 5, t-.3.:..., 22,6, 7. 3, .._,57. 9, 2:.?, 2, 4, , 57, 21, • , L-, 0, ~ 1. ~ 
270 OAT 1\ ?3 , 6, 5, ; , 58 .. _,, 2r: , "' , ~, , 56,22 1 , 1 • ~, 1 . .5, 70. f,, ..,2, 1 , 1. 5 , 1, 5..i. 8 
280 DATA :22 , '5 , _ 5 , 4 , S . 2 
290 LPRINT t; G,L,P,U,R 
.J00 'EXT I 

. l 

301 PRI IT •• ------------------- ----------------------------- -- -------------
-o.,. LPRHH " 
304 P!HI'I f 
305 LPRHIT "tJ11mh 
-10 L RHIT " 
:>20 ~fi"IP 

•f PYPdic ion- toJi h1n intt=-t v l : tl; w 
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APPENDIX E: RESULTS FROM COMPUTER PROGRAMME FOR VALIDATION 

OF THE MODEL 

2 

b 

7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1~ 

13 
14 
lr 
lh 
17 

5- '7• 

.o.r: 
59.1 
59.t. 
55 
c)6.? 

:'" .. 3 
c.s.-

· -~- "-1 
5.[, 

5'- .. _, 
70 .1 
~o. :.. 

t.O 
c,9 _ 7 

1:- r,. _~ 

1 59 . 4 
20 1. f 
21 
2'"' ,q. 4 

24 
?5 
2. 
27 
2:: 

•c 
t.·~·. ,. 

5t:o.7 

t;o -· • • 

·: .. 7 

L 

'"•1. J •VIt-o~" 
5-:'l . 3t14t. ::"'! 
1(.1- '14·~ t ,• .• 

!j •. I l\ r .::> 
'~7. J IIIII ,:.1 

t• l . ' I ,',) 

!,') .. :.., J, ,;-:r. 
t.2 .. '·'';1ti7') 

to4. ~'-'17; :~.) 
5~~ .. ~~~~ 7 ._·; 
;,,'). 1 J '•..Jt• 
S9. "I/ !iLl t-. 
t.I . ~ .. J .·,n:.: 
~:·:_ 2. ')03 

..., : :- 7 fltl '){~ 

t.'J- •17t Jll~l 
t-.U. ~·431:: 
•,r~. :.;•:• l 7 

l .I J'4!..A) 
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!H . lil-'1 c.;~ 
4/l. "l4•1to'·' 
3Y.} •1to~·' 

4.>. 7lJ.'It.~·! 

4'-,l. /4..'1-t·~~ 
42. 
5 - f 4tl 
47.74 
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t•(). t./~:·~:7 

57.? 1 '':~·") 
,t:..: • ._96'?; ) 

,•-J- 1 =-~4~?t:. 
r;c:. c.45"")~ 

S~·! . -• .7 ,c 

~. ~ .. ) 04 ';l'j 

to] • 8..:)541 
Llh- OlOt:. 
,; :- 4/t'.7 

'i::> _ 4 -:s 

7'='. 
I f 

Nr .. uub t PI t?dict. · un wi 1 h ir• ~~!:i% con f id rrc · · n t t v d 

-o . o-d'~u4 
-.:...4l lJr,.,s 

4 _ 7:n ,,Jl 
4. ,, j ' 0' 

: t:8 
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